
BABY MAFIA 1021 

Chapter 1021: "Pajama Party" 

Many shelter forces also killed their hunters in secret to help the transmigrators they were protecting. 

They didn't find it strange if the Billios Family did the same thing. 

The headquarters were silent for a few seconds before replying to the encrypted message. 

[Forget them. There's no way we can save them once they fall into the Billios Family's hands. Not to 

mention if they fall into that kid's sacred beasts' hands.] 

The headquarters knew how scary the three sacred beasts could be, especially Code-L, who has such a 

strange ability. 

Niel was one of the core members, and the two kids were also geniuses, but it wasn't worth it to send 

more hunters to save them. 

[Retreat for now,, and don't go around the Billios Family or that kid's family. Leave this mission to the 

hunters abroad.] 

The hunters abroad are more powerful than the Godlif country's hunters. 

The headquarters believed that they could still score some points in secret. 

[Roger, boss.] 

Just like that, the lurking hunters retreated and didn't bother Ainsley anymore. 

At the same time, the Billios Family's welcoming banquet for outsiders had finally arrived and it was an 

honor for many guests to be invited. 

Especially when they were invited only because they were coincidentally still staying at the capital and 

had just finished the beast and monster tide's cleaning up project. 

Many of these elites never attended the Billios Family's banquet because they weren't invited and they 

didn't have any intersection with the Billios Family. 

Now that they had a chance to attend, who wouldn't participate? 

Even Michael Aretha would love to attend, but Jake was ruthless and directly skipped him when 

arranging the guest list. 

He also blocked many people who once mocked Ainsley or offended her in a way. 

Now that the Billios Family was Ainsley's backer, they couldn't bear to see the baby being mocked and 

bullied here and there. 

Their cubs...no one could offend them! 

When Michael and a few other families who offended Ainsley at the beast and monster tide event knew 

about the blacklist, all of them were green with regrets. 



"You useless son! Who told you to offend Ainsley Sloan?! Now our family indirectly offends the Billios 

Family too!" 

"B-but, dad, I-I didn't know Jake Billios is seriously about adopting that brat..." 

"Shut up! Now come with me and apologize to Ainsley and Jake!" 

Many other families did the same thing, wanting to apologize to Ainsley and avoid offending the Billios 

Family. 

After all, the Sloan Family's businesses were indeed rare and precious, but most of them weren't 

necessities and only luxury goods. 

The Billios Family's business was different. 

They supplied a lot of daily necessity products, which were important to many ordinary people or ability 

users. 

They also had the capital to suppress other forces' businesses and directly make them go bankrupt in 

just a few weeks. 

They're that powerful! 

Many forces who once offended the Sloan Family trembled in fear. 

Each of them scrambled to visit the Billios Family's mansion to apologize. 

But the Billios Family never gave them a chance to apologize. 

Especially the Aretha Family. 

Now that Ainsley had become Jake's official daughter, the Billios Family had reasons to suppress the 

Aretha Family to the ground. 

And it started the day the welcoming banquet was held as if it was a warning for other forces not to 

mess with their beloved cubs. 

The day of the banquet arrived, and Ainsley didn't know anything about the banquet's theme and such. 

She believed that Jake had already prepared her dress and other necessities... 

But she forgot that the Billios Family was an eccentric family. All people in this family were more or less 

quirky. 

And one could see this from the way they arranged their banquet. 

Each of their banquets, whether it was for the family members or outsiders, always had a certain unique 

theme. 

This time's theme was actually...a bit unique. 

Ainsley only found out when Jake came to her with a plush cat pajama complete with the moving cat 

ears and tail. 



"Tadaaaa! This is your party's costume. Hurry, hurry, try it on. This white cat pajama's model is Code-L. It 

must be cute on you!" 

Jake's eyes were bright as he circled Ainsley with that full-body cat pajama in his hands, not noticing 

Ainsley's strange expression. 

The moment Ainsley saw such childish clothing that Jake said she should wear to the banquet, she 

almost smacked her own dad. 

With twitching lips, Ainsley stared at the pajama before shifting her gaze to Jake. Her eyes seemed to 

say that a certain dad is a weirdo. 

"D-dad, are you sure this is my party costume? Maybe you mistake it for my daily pajamas or 

something..." 

Ainsley never wore such pajamas either, but it was even more impossible to wear it to a banquet! 

To her welcoming banquet at boot! 

What is Jake thinking?! 

But Jake only tilted his head, showing off his handsome face to his daughter that was full of foolish 

doting vibes. 

"Eh, you didn't know? The first-day party theme is a pajama party! Everyone will also wear unique and 

cute pajamas to attend the banquet!" 

It was at this moment that Ainsley regretted joining the Billios Family. 

What kind of party among the elites has such a childish theme? Pajama party?! Are you for real?! Is it 

not for fellow family members?? 

Why did you choose this theme for outsiders too?? 

Ainsley wanted to curse whoever suggested this theme but if she knew that it was Jake's mom and dad 

who told the theme.... 

She might bite her tongue and pretend to be dead. 

"D-dad, you can't be serious, right? Tonight's party dress code is pajama party?" Ainsley's eyelids were 

already twitching hard. 

This can't be true! 

Chapter 1022: "Cat Pajamas" 

If what Jake said was true… 

Ainsley couldn't imagine the handsome Jake in cute pajamas. 

Or maybe he would wear a classic nightgown...that's good. 

But why does she have to wear this childish pajama?? 



Not to mention that she would be the party's star! Everyone would look at her and meet her at some 

points... 

Fck! This is unacceptable! 

Ainsley wished that all of this was just a joke, but Jake wasn't joking. 

He shook his head as he tossed the pajama into Ainsley's hands. 

"I'm not joking, Ain. Our Billios Family's banquet has always adopted certain themes and this time's 

theme is coincidentally a pajama party." 

It's not a coincidence, though. 

When Jake's mom and dad heard that they finally managed to kidnap a certain cub to enter their family, 

they were ecstatic beyond relief. 

Then, they suggested this brilliant idea to show off their cubs' cuteness to everyone! 

Jake also had the same idea as his parents. Even the elders in the family all agreed with this idea. 

Thus, that's how they chose the pajama party theme. 

The party hall had also been decorated to look more cute and childish. 

The dish choices and other decorations, even the furniture were all suitable for a pajama party. 

The Billios Family was super serious when arranging this themed party. 

Those who had attended the Billios Family's banquets in the past already knew about this family's 

quirks, but those who had only attended now didn't know at all. 

Thus, when they read the invitation card and the dress code they had to follow, all of them almost 

fainted. 

Which family set up a banquet with a pajama party theme?! 

But they had to follow the dress code, or they would be seen as rude guests when they didn't follow the 

dress code. 

Because of this, the new guests had to rack their brains trying to find decent pajamas that could be used 

to attend gatherings and such. 

Coincidentally or not coincidentally, the Billios Family had just released their newest pajamas collection 

for both adults and kids. 

These collections adopted an elegant and cute theme, suitable for both men and women, young or 

adults. 

Some guests suspected that the Billios Family used this pajama party theme to force them to buy their 

family's products... 

They were just that shameless! 



Of course, to flatter the Billios Family, basically, all the guests bought products from the Billios Family's 

businesses and would wear them to the banquet. 

That's how the newest pajama collection became a trend among elites, and the sales were pretty good. 

Of course, Ainsley's cat pajama set was a custom pajama and it wasn't for sale. 

The Billios Family didn't want to use Ainsley as their marketing tool when she officially joined their Billios 

Family. 

After knowing that Jake wasn't joking and she really had to wear the cat pajama with realistic and high-

tech ears and tail, Ainsley's whole body was unwell. 

She even had to ask Jake several more times to make sure that she wasn't hallucinating. 

"That...can I wear a rather normal pajama instead? A simple nightgown or something...anything classy 

and elegant..." 

Ainsley was close to tears. 

She was an adult inside, and Jake also knew it, so why would he treat her like a child?! Ahhhh! This 

stinky dad! 

Ainsley had the urge to kick Jake to Antarctica. Just let him freeze there. 

Sadly, Jake was stubborn and didn't allow Ainsley to choose other pajamas. 

"We designed this pajama especially for you...everyone is looking forward to seeing you in this pajama. 

Can you grant dad's wish just this one time?" 

Jake squatted in front of Ainsley and looked at her with a pair of watery ruby eyes. 

The way he looked at Ainsley was like a pitiful big Doberman cubs abandoned by his master. 

He even softened his voice and acted like a spoiled child to attract Ainsley's sympathy. 

This is another oscar-level actor. 

Who could refuse when Jake already started to act cute like that? 

At least Ainsley, who was a face-con, couldn't refuse at all! 

She could only twitch her lips and look at her adopted father with a helpless face. 

"Okay, okay, I'll wear this. But what about you, dad? What kind of costume will you wear?" 

If she could, Ainsley wished Jake would also wear cute pajamas or something. 

But apparently, Jake chose a sexy pajama from the medieval era instead... 

He's trying to make the ladies spurt blood from their noses when they see his bare chest! 

It was almost spring, and the temperature was warm. 



It wasn't strange if Jake would wear this kind of skin-showing nightgown, especially when it really did 

look good on his body. 

The medieval-style men's nightgown made Jake look like a noble vampire living in a castle, especially 

when his hair was black and his eyes were ruby red. 

And he even lived in a castle-like mansion. 

Many unmarried ladies and even men would be attracted to such a seductive little demon Jake. 

Jake was tall and imposing, but his face leaned more toward the beauty category. 

If this were a BL book, Jake would be a top-notch bottom with high-quality specs. 

Unfortunately, it was not a BL world, and Jake seemed to be...asexual? 

Still, Ainsley already regarded Jake as her father and saw her single father wearing such a sexy 

nightgown... 

She felt that her father would be taken advantage of. 

Those ladies and young men might be eyeing her dad like a pack of wolves! 

Absolutely no! 

Ainsley hurriedly hugged Jake's arm and acted like a spoiled child. 

"Dad, dad, can you choose another nightgown? Don't wear this one. It's too thin! What if you catch a 

cold?" 

Anyway, Ainsley wanted to fool Jake first. 

Chapter 1023: "Pairing Pajamas" 

The banquet would be held at night. As usual, it was dinner time. 

Even if the banquet hall was warm in winter and cool in summer, Ainsley still used this kind of excuse to 

stop Jake from wearing that nightgown. 

She just didn't want Jake to show off too much skin! Hmp! 

Nowadays, even men also have to be careful of perverts, especially someone as handsome as Jake. 

Seeing that his daughter really didn't want him to wear these clothes, Jake could only obey the little 

ancestor. 

"Okay, okay, I won't wear this one, but you still have to wear the cat pajamas. How is it?" 

"Deal! How about you also wear this kind of pajamas, dad? Maybe we can try a pairing costume..." 

Jake didn't think much at first, but when Ainsley said that, his eyes instantly lit up. 

Right. He could wear similar clothing with Ainsley's costume! 

He still had cat-pattern pajamas. It was actually quite childish but not as childish as Ainsley's clothes. 



And it was a pajama party, anyway. Even if others would try to wear some elegant and classy pajamas, 

he didn't need to do that. 

If he wore a similar themed clothing with Ainsley, it would also better promote his relationship with 

Ainsley. 

At the same time, he could show off to the guests! 

Jake immediately rushed to ask his people to prepare the cat-themed pajamas for him. 

"Okay, Ain, dad has prepared the new pajamas. It's not like yours, but it has black cat patterns. It's quite 

similar to your pajamas." 

One is a black cat. The other one is a white cat. Perfect! 

Not to mention that the pajamas he chose were elegant gray silk pajamas with black cat patterns on 

them. 

It was a bit childish but on his body, it would look cool and elegant with a hint of cuteness. 

Perfect! 

Thus, that's how the father and daughter pair decided on their pajamas. 

That night, the two people changed into their costumes, and Ainsley instantly became a popular kid 

among the servants and maids. 

Ainsley's purple hair was hidden inside her cat hoodie, but one could still see her neat bangs. 

The cat hoodie also had a pair of cat ears that could move according to the wearer's mood. 

It was really interesting! 

Even the tail would also move according to the wearer's mood. 

The sleeves were made to mimic cats' paws along with the meat pads. Ainsley's tiny finger became the 

cat's nail hidden inside the meaty places. 

Such a design was cute and creative. As expected of the Billios Family! 

The soles of the pants were also made to be like a cat's paws. 

It successfully hides the sound of Ainsley's steps, just like how cats' steps would be light and with no 

sound. 

Even more unique was the voice-related device on the neck area of the costume. 

The device could relate to the wearer's mood, and when it was relaxed, it would purr like a real cat. 

When the wearer was angry, it would hiss. 

When the wearer was naughty, it would also meow like a spoiled child. 

Not to mention that the costume looked cumbersome, but it was very light and easy to use. 



Ainsley was still curious about how the designers and the tailors created this kind of clothes. 

What a unique costume! 

Anyway, after wearing the costume, Ainsley felt that it was actually cool and not stuffy. 

But it also had its own heating technology that could be turned on anytime. 

Ainsley even suspected that the pajamas had bullet-proof features and other safety measures. 

Indeed, Jake also added those features, but not through advanced technology. 

He hired special ability users that could add buffs to items, just like in most RPG games. 

With these ability users' skills, Ainsley's clothes weren't only water and fireproof but also had a trigger 

mechanism that could summon a barrier in danger. 

Jake really put a lot of thought into this costume. After all, Ainsley would wear this to meet many people 

at the banquet. 

Jake was afraid that some hunters would be mixed in with the guests and suddenly assassinate Ainsley. 

Because of this, he made the costume with such caution and care. 

Even the Billios Family knew about this, and they also tightened the security at tonight's banquet. 

After everything was ready, Ainsley and Jake waited until almost all the guests had arrived. 

It was already close to seven o'clock when the guests had all arrived. 

The other Billios Family members were also already at the banquet hall, waiting for the protagonist of 

today's party to arrive. 

Unlike other families' banquets, the Billios Family's banquet was really strange. 

All the guests wore pajamas from elegant to cute, from classy to simple. 

The men either wore medieval era nightgowns or modern era's silk pajamas. 

The women, however, wore a variety of pajamas. Of course, no one was bold enough to wear sexy 

lingerie to attend the pajama party. 

The younger women and the girls wore cute or frilly pajamas of all models and colors. Some also wore 

cute medieval era nightgowns. 

The younger children wore pajama costumes just like the one Ainsley wore. 

The older women wore simple modern style silk pajamas, looking elegant and not too cute. 

Everyone felt that wearing pajamas to a banquet was something new and strange, but when they saw 

the hall's decoration... 

All the guests felt that wearing pajamas was really the right dress code. 



After all, the hall was full of things related to pajama parties, such as cute cloud beds, a marshmallow 

sofa, soft bed lamps here and there. 

The food was also provided not in a banquet style but more like private tables for five guests up to eight. 

The banquet's layout was so unexpected! 

Chapter 1024: "A Warm Banquet" 

The hall was covered with soft fur carpet, giving off a warm and soft vibe. 

Everyone couldn't help but feel a bit sleepy when they stepped into the hall. 

The Billios Family even set up many incense burners with aromatherapy effects, soothing everyone's 

tense nerves. 

The originally solemn and official banquet suddenly became warm and welcoming, not like a big family's 

banquet at all. 

At first, the guests were skeptical about the Billios Family's dress code and banquet theme. 

But when they really experienced it, they couldn't help but marvel at the Billios Family's creative ideas. 

It was actually more memorable and comfortable to join such a banquet where everyone didn't need to 

put on fake smiles and dress in sparkles. 

The pajama party was really like a small gathering between families, allowing these big shots to relax 

and socialize without being too formal. 

The food prepared were all delicious at midnight snacks, the drinks were also suitable for a sleepover. 

The Billios Family even prepared card games and board games on each coffee table for guests to play 

with. 

The older people relaxed their tense nerves after working all day. 

The younger generation was full of curiosity and would try all sorts of things provided at the banquet. 

The children and toddlers were the happiest. 

They could play and make trouble without affecting their family's honor and face, all because of the 

banquet's theme. 

When Ainsley and Jake went down the stairs to the main hall, this scene was what they saw. 

The guests huddled together around a small coffee table for five to eight people. 

There were blankets, a soft marshmallow sofa, and even a seat pillow for those who wanted to sit on 

the floor. 

The floor itself was covered with fur, but there seemed to be a special coating to prevent stains from the 

drink or the food. 

The hall even had a small playground for the children, TV for the elders to watch night news, and so on. 



It really looked like a casual pajama party, but on a large scale involving more than a hundred people. 

When Ainsley and Jake descended the stairs side-by-side, the party's organizer immediately took the 

lead by taking a microphone and announced their arrivals. 

"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. The protagonist of our party today is already here! Please 

welcome Jake Billios and his daughter– Ainsley Sloan!" 

The guests immediately stood from their seats and applauded for the two protagonists. 

Under the loud applause throughout the hall, Ainsley and Jake went to their special table in front of 

everyone, situated on a small stage taller than the guests' seats. 

From this height, Ainsley could easily see the whole hall, including her people, such as Elliana, Axelle and 

others who also came to the welcoming party. 

The Billios Family members also had their own special seats but there was no small stage for them. 

Still, they were the closest to Ainsley and Jake. 

Even more surprising, the hidden guards and security members were also crowding near Jake and 

Ainsley, but all of them strictly followed the party's dress code. 

Each of them was wearing pajamas! 

Because of this, no one would notice that these people were actually hidden guards and shadow guards 

assigned to protect Jake and Ainsley. 

Really amazing. 

Ainsley had never stopped gasping in awe ever since she saw the whole hall. 

As expected of the Billios Family. 

Their weird-themed banquet could actually become such a nice thing, even better than the usual 

grandeur banquet. 

And actually, Ainsley also preferred this kind of banquet than the formal banquet. 

She could relax her nerves and didn't have to put on a business smile all day long! 

After Jake and Ainsley got seated, Jake took over the organizer's microphone and immediately spoke to 

attract the guests' attention to him and Ainsley. 

"Good evening, everyone. Welcome to our family's first-day party. Everyone can enjoy the delicacy that 

we have prepared before." 

Jake paused before smiling with his usual business smile, but this time, it was more sincere than his 

usual smile. 

"After enjoying the delicacy, I will announce the official news at eight o'clock." 

It means the guests couldn't go back before Jake announced the official news. 



Anyway, they had an hour and so to enjoy the delicious food and drinks that the Billios Family's chefs 

had prepared. 

To Ainsley's surprise, the food and the drink were also very linear with the pajama party theme. 

The dessert wasn't luxurious cakes and such but healthy snacks and small cookies. 

The appetizer was mainly warm soup, really suitable for the elderly. 

The main menu was all food like noodles, home cooked food, and so on. It wasn't as luxurious as the 

usual banquet, but it was equally delicious. 

The drinks were also either tea or milk. There was no coffee because it was a pajama party. 

Oh, but there were various types of sodas and juices in exchange for coffee. 

If the guests were sleepy, there were also foldable cloud beds at the corner of the hall. 

Everyone could just sleep on the cloud beds, not caring about their image. 

Not to mention that the Billios Family even set up a band just to play lullabies and pop, cheerful music 

instead of classic opera like the usual banquet. 

All of this made Ainsley's heart warm up without her knowing. 

It was obviously just a strange banquet, but somehow, the baby felt that whoever organized the party 

wanted her to be comfortable with it. 

This careful thought was what touched Ainsley's heart. 

She had just entered the Billios Family as Jake's adopted daughter, but the Billios Family's members 

already took care of her like this. 

Really. It was rare for such a big family to be warm and comforting rather than full of conspiracy and 

dirty tricks. 

Chapter 1025: "Meeting Other Transmigrator Celebrities" 

From this banquet alone, Ainsley already had a good impression of the Billios Family. 

While eating and chatting with Jake, her cat ears couldn't help but twitch, and her tail would also hook 

onto Jake's wrist from time to time. 

Sometimes, Jake could even hear the purring sound coming from the small device around Ainsley's neck. 

It showed that Ainsley was happy and comfortable at the same time. 

Jake's eyes slowly turned gentle as he looked at his cute daughter. 

He did plan this banquet to have this style so that Ainsley wouldn't feel nervous when joining their 

family. 

It seemed that their plan worked well. 

After the simple yet satisfying dinner, Jake and Ainsley began to go around the hall to greet the guests. 



The guests were also the same. 

Wearing comfortable pajamas, they started to socialize with other guests. 

The kids met the kids. The teens played with the teens. 

The adults talked about their children with other adults. The elders chatted about their grandchildren 

with other elders. 

The atmosphere was really warm and nice. 

Affected by the atmosphere created by the banquet itself, many guests didn't talk about business or 

expanding connections. 

They just genuinely talked with others based on daily life interests and such. 

Because of this, they actually got a deeper connection with other elite forces than when they socialized 

at the usual banquet. 

All of this was thanks to the Billios Family. 

No wonder they could have such a wide range of connections. Their train of thoughts was really unique. 

This kind of banquet actually promoted a deeper connection between elite forces better than the official 

and formal banquets. 

Everyone just got along with people they liked and stayed away from people they didn't want to get 

along with. 

There was no need to pretend to greet everyone, and the big shots also wouldn't feel offended if 

someone didn't greet them. 

After all, they were also busy enjoying the snacks, the relaxing music, the aromatherapy, and the soft 

couch. 

When Ainsley went around to greet the guests and her people, her costume immediately attracted a lot 

of attention and affection from the guests. 

Especially the female guests. 

"Ahhh, this pajama is so cute! The cat's ears can move!" 

"There is even a tail...the tail can also move." 

"Too cute!!" 

"Hey, hey, the Billios Family head also looks extra gentle tonight with that cat-pattern pajama." 

"I really envy this father and daughter connection. They are not related by blood but they seem closer 

than people related by blood." 

"I think both the Billios Family and the Sloan Family benefit from this union." 



No one said that the Sloan Family climbed the Billios Family's branch by becoming Jake's adopted 

daughter. 

After all, everyone would also love to have such a super daughter if they could. 

Ainsley is really not climbing the rank at all. 

She's just finding the right father and the father is coincidentally a powerful figure. 

Jake brought Ainsley to socialize and didn't forget to bring her to meet the transmigrator celebrities that 

Ainsley wanted to meet a few days ago. 

These celebs were all first-line stars but just relying on their celebrity status was actually not enough to 

be invited to attend the Billios Family's banquet. 

Unless they were the spokesperson of the Billios Family's products or something. 

Even their other identity outside of the entertainment industry wasn't enough to get into the Billios 

Family's eyes. 

But their transmigrator identity became a link to connect them with the Billios Family...because the 

newly adopted daughter was a transmigrator. 

Many transmigrators affiliated to shelter forces already got the news of Ainsley being a transmigrator. 

They were really not surprised at all because it was impossible for a child to be so powerful and smart if 

she's not a transmigrator or a reborn person. 

No matter how smart Ainsley was, she was still four years old. She might be a genius, but life experience 

and such couldn't be faked. 

So, when they finally knew Ainsley's true identity, the transmigrators weren't surprised at all. 

The shelter forces were also not that surprised. 

Still, it was rare for fellow transmigrators to enter the body of someone more than a decade younger 

than you. 

Thus, these transmigrators were actually curious about Ainsley and really wanted to meet her. 

Some of the celebs wanted to make use of this banquet to get closer to the Billios Family, but none of 

them were foolish enough to make use of the Billios Family or something. 

Even if they wanted to leech onto the Billios Family, they couldn't make it too obvious. 

That's why, Ainsley was a perfect person for them to connect with the Billios Family without offending 

the Billios Family's members. 

After all, they shared the same identity as transmigrators, and they also didn't have any malicious intent 

toward Ainsley. 

When Ainsley met the transmigrators, everyone welcomed her happily and even shared their life 

experience with this baby. 



Although they knew that Ainsley was an adult inside, when seeing such a cute baby, anyone would be 

charmed. 

"I didn't expect you to be an adult in a child's body...you are really cute and natural!" 

"Yes, yes. How did you adapt to this body? We also enter another person's body, but the age difference 

won't be as big as you." 

After all, it was not that hard to adapt from being an adult to being a teenager or from elderly to being 

an adult. 

But from adult to a toddler... 

That's a huge gap. 

Everyone was curious about how Ainsley adapted so fast, fooling even transmigrators like them. 

Although they used to suspect Ainsley's identity because she was just too brilliant, most of them really 

thought that Ainsley was a toddler. 

Her acting is too good, or she's just that good at adapting! 

Chapter 1026: "Non-human Intruders" 

Ainsley laughed at the transmigrators' questions and quietly shook her head. 

"Maybe because of this body's influence too...it is easy to act like a child." 

"And because I'm a mafia boss, when I show my mature side, it's not that surprising." 

After all, a lot of mafia children matured early because of their environment. 

This is how Ainsley adapted so fast. 

The baby continued to answer the transmigrators' curious questions while also inquiring about the 

entertainment industry and the transmigrator circle. 

When Ainsley knew that she wasn't the only transmigrator in this world, it was such a relief for her. 

Thus, mingling with these transmigrators, away from those who didn't know anything, became 

something comfortable for Ainsley. 

She felt like a wanderer who finally found her oasis. 

Time passed by really fast. In no time, it was already eight o'clock, and Jake brought Ainsley back to the 

small stage. 

The young man held a glass of milk in his right hand and the microphone in his left hand. 

"With this, I, Jake Billios, formally announce that from today on, I have a daughter. Let's all congratulate 

Ainsley– " 

Jake hadn't even finished his words when out of the blue, the huge door leading to the banquet hall 

suddenly opened with a loud noise. 



BANG! 

Before the guests could react and see what was going on, a group of people hurriedly poured into the 

banquet hall. 

Their footsteps were all in sync and the heavy sound of their shoe soles colliding with the floor echoed 

throughout the hall. 

It was as if they were trained soldiers about to kill someone. 

The guests simultaneously looked at these groups of intruders with shock and fright. 

These people...they were taller than the tallest man in the hall, like a head taller. 

It was estimated that they were around 2 meters tall. 

Obviously not humans. 

Especially the iconic pointed ears of each intruder. 

Many guests here had never seen an elf in person, but it didn't mean they wouldn't know what it looked 

like when they saw one. 

Suddenly seeing a group of 2-meter-tall people with pointed ears, noble bearings and unique archer-like 

costumes... 

Either this group is a group of elves, or they're a group of cosplayers invited to perform. 

But this group of people with ten or so elves didn't seem to be cosplayers. 

So...they're real elves? But why would they suddenly come with such a momentum?! 

The guests gasped in fright. 

The adults immediately brought their children closer or hid them behind their body. 

The hot-blooded youths raised their guards, ready to fight if this group of intruders dare to do anything. 

Everyone's nerves were tense. The previously warm atmosphere suddenly became thrilling and 

dangerous. 

A group of non-human races suddenly barged into their banquet...this is not a light problem at all. 

It might even involve the relationship between the whole human race and the elf race! 

However, the group of intruders didn't even think this way. 

All of them held their chins high as they swept their disdainful gazes over these humans. 

The moment they barged into the hall, the leader, the one with straight blonde hair reaching his waist, 

immediately shouted in broken international human language. 

"Everyone. Stay! We– catching thieves!" 



The elf wasn't good when speaking with human language, but everyone present could immediately 

understand what he meant. 

...catching a thief? By barging into the Billios Family's banquet? 

It was too exciting. 

Even the kids who would go noisy when seeing fantasy creatures such as elves, were all huddled 

together not far from the adults. 

These elves' aura was too imposing, and they didn't come with good intentions. 

The kids' fantasy about the beautiful and proud elves instantly shattered, turning into a group of 

arrogant and unreasonable bunch. 

How could the elves be like this?! 

But the elves weren't the only ones who came with imposing aura and weapons on their backs. 

When the elves barged in, the hidden guards and shadow guards had already reacted, and in an instant, 

all of them surrounded the group of elves. 

They didn't speak, but all of them looked at the elves with sharp gazes, ready to fight whoever made the 

first move! 

The Billios Family members also scooted closer to Jake and Ainsley. 

Each of them had a cold face, completely different from their previously comical and warm look. 

If the family members alone already looked like they were about to fight, how could Jake still look 

leisurely? 

The moment the elves barged in, his face instantly darkened. 

The young man didn't go to greet the intruders and instead, just stood on the small stage with the 

microphone and the untouched milk glass in his hands. 

However, the young man didn't forget Ainsley and smoothly hid her behind him. 

After making sure that Ainsley would be alright, he slowly spoke using the microphone. 

"These ladies and gentlemen. What are you doing, barging into human territory?" 

Jake spoke in the elves' language and his tone was calm. But his voice was so cold that even the elves 

couldn't help but flinch. 

The guests might gasp in fright when the elves came, but Jake and the Billios Family members didn't 

even flinch. 

Affected by the host' calm attitude, the guests also slowly calmed down. 

Then...Jake dropped the bomb. 



"Seeing the noble elves trespassing into my family's mansion when we are holding a party...can we see 

this as the elves' intention to declare war on humans?" 

In just a few sentences, Jake escalated the problem into a whole other level. 

Obviously, the elves weren't brave enough to bear the risk of a huge war between the two races. 

Not to mention that they weren't from the royal elves' faction at all– 

They weren't Jake's friends! 

Chapter 1027: "Someone Stole The Royal Elves' Golden Pacifier!" 

These people were from the nobles' factions that had always opposed the royal family. 

In other words…they're enemies. 

Jake was close to the people from the royal faction. 

It's natural for him to know the infighting among elves and the factions that he had to avoid. 

He just didn't expect a group of elves from the noble's faction would suddenly barge into his mansion. 

Maybe they had killed the guards outside or simply knocked them unconscious. 

These elves couldn't be taken lightly! 

Hearing Jake's words in elves' language, the leader of the group obviously realized that Jake wanted to 

trap him. 

If he was still arrogant, Jake could bring this matter into a dispute between two races. 

He wasn't worthy and didn't have any authority to be involved in such a serious matter. 

But Jake, as one of the human race's ambassadors in dealing with the elves' races, had the authority to 

call other ambassadors from other human countries to discuss this issue. 

Once it happens, he and his teammates will be seen as sinners of the whole elf family. 

After all, the elves didn't want to go on a meaningless war with the humans when they had already 

made the peace pact a long time ago. 

The leader of the elf's group immediately restrained his aura and tried to be more polite than before. 

"No, you misunderstand, human. We don't want to wage war or anything, but we are here to catch a 

thief." 

The leader of this group kept a cold face while talking to Jake, but he was obviously more humble than 

when he just barged in. 

It seemed that the Billios Family was really powerful, and even a group of elves didn't dare to be too 

arrogant in front of the family head. 

The leader spoke in an elven language, so only those who knew the elven language understood what he 

was talking about. 



But the majority of the guests didn't know what was going on. 

They could only look at each other and approach those who had learned the elven language. 

For this, everyone's choice would be the Billios Family members. 

As the members of a big merchant family, all kids in this family had to learn various languages from a 

young age. 

Thus, all Billios Family members were proficient in non-human race languages, no matter which 

language it was. 

As long as their family had a business connection with a non-human race, the Billios Family would more 

or less be able to speak and write in their language. 

The guests went to the Billios Family members to ask about what the elf had just said. 

There were around forty family members here, and they gladly acted as translators for the guests. 

So when the guests finally knew what the elf said, they were even more confused than before. 

It was this thief again! The elf had mentioned the thief before... 

So, what kind of thief can make a group of noble Elves come to the human continent and even barge 

into their banquet? 

And the elf leader didn't disappoint everyone and immediately spoke in a broken international human 

language. 

"Thief– stealing...gold...pacifier!" 

It was hard to understand what the elf meant, but the two keywords were quite obvious. 

A golden pacifier. 

...? 

The guests immediately looked at the elves as if they were a bunch of retards. 

How could a thief be so idle to steal the elves' golden pacifier? 

If the humans wanted to steal something from the elves, they could steal anything other than such a 

useless pacifier! 

The guests felt that the elves were making trouble on purpose and their true goal was to target the 

Billios Family for no reason. 

But only Ainsley, Jake, and the Sloan Family members, such as Axelle and Elliana, understood the 

situation. 

A golden pacifier! 

Ainsley's face, which was calm and steady before, suddenly turned pale. 

She hurriedly looked at Jake before glancing at Elliana and Axelle. 



At that time when the female elf Sherleen gave her the pacifier, Jake was there. Axelle should also know 

about this. 

Then, Elliana...she also knew about the pacifier because usually, Elliana was the one keeping the pacifier 

for her! 

Ainsley didn't know how precious the pacifier was for the elves, but even if it wasn't precious, that item 

became a hot potato now. 

The elves could use it to blame Jake and even attack them under the excuse of stealing the elves' 

pacifier! 

Ainsley bit her lips and tugged her hoodie, completely covering her purple hair. 

At the same time, Jake, Elliana and Axelle also reacted. 

Elliana and Axelle immediately hid behind the crowd while Jake looked at the elves with skeptical eyes. 

"What do you mean we steal your pacifier? Even if we did, what kind of worth a pacifier has? Are you 

looking down on my Billios Family?" 

Such a broken pacifier. Even if it belonged to the elves, the Billios Family had way more precious elven 

items compared to a mete pacifier! 

Who would have known that when Jake said so, the leader of the elves instantly exploded. 

"A mere pacifier?! That's a royal pacifier! Only a member of the royal family can own it. It symbolizes the 

identity of a royal family!" 

It was ironic that the noble faction who was at odds with the royal faction actually stood up to speak for 

the royal faction. 

Jake didn't believe that they would be that righteous and kind, but what they said about the pacifier just 

blew his mind. 

If the pacifier was really a royal family's item, this would be a bigger problem. 

After all, the elves really cherished their items and stealing a royal family's item was equivalent to 

offending the entire elven race! 

Chapter 1028: "Find Ainsley Sloan!" 

Jake had a close relationship with the royal faction, but if the royal family heard that his people stole a 

royal family's golden pacifier... 

Even the royal family would feel offended, and their relationship might be sour. 

So this is the intruders' true goal, right?! If they found the pacifier here... 

Jake rarely panicked but now, he really broke in a cold sweat. After all, he also saw Sherleen giving the 

pacifier to Ainsley. 

So...did Sherleen put a trap through the pacifier or something? 



But Sherleen is the royal family's nanny. Her position is extremely high even among other elves. 

There's no way she would betray the royal faction and even give such an important pacifier to a human 

when it was her honor to keep the pacifier of the baby elf that she used to take care of. 

Before Jake could understand the situation, the leader of the elves already motioned for someone to 

drag a person hiding at the end of their group line. 

The person was all shackled, both arms and legs. 

She looked extremely weak and fragile, not all like the beautiful and prideful elf that everyone imagined. 

When the woman was dragged to the front, the elf leader didn't hesitate to throw her in front of Jake's 

feet. 

"Look at her, humans! She is the sinner who colluded with humans to steal our royal pacifier!" 

In that instant, even Ainsley's eyes reddened. 

Because the woman was none other than Sherleen! 

Jake's face blackened, and he immediately helped Sherleen to stand up. 

"Sherleen! You– " Jake didn't care about the elf leader's poisonous gaze and immediately brought 

Sherleen into his arms. 

Although the woman was way taller than him, she was currently so weak that she couldn't even stand 

firm. 

This is one of his close friends, Sherleen. She is like his older sister. Warm and caring, but also have a lot 

of sharp edges. 

She once went to the human continent to be the elves' ambassador and to avoid suspicion...Jake had to 

act like he's not close with Sherleen. 

But Sherleen is also his close friend in the elf race! Now that she was reduced to such a state... 

Jake instantly realized that these elves from the noble faction wanted to harm Sherleen and the Billios 

Family along the way. 

Sherleen might have been caught in a trap even before she went to the human continent to see Ainsley 

back then! 

Ainsley also remembered the beautiful lady who gave her the pacifier in exchange for unique potions. 

The female elf didn't seem to realize that she had handed over a precious pacifier to a human. 

Maybe...she was under control or something, or the pacifier she wanted to give to Ainsley wasn't 

supposed to be a royal pacifier in the first place. 

The trap was so deep and complicated that Jake was impressed. 

"Sherleen, are you okay?" Jake ignored the group of elves who were still murmuring 'thieves' and such. 



He just carried Sherleen to their mini stage and let her rest there. 

"Jake..." Sherleen tried to speak in human language, but she was already too weak. She couldn't even 

speak properly. 

God knows what these noble elves did to Sherleen until such a warrior became like this. 

Jake's heart tightened once more. Sherleen was like his family member, just like the male elf he 

introduced to Ainsley. 

In front of others, they didn't look that close, but for the past decade, Jake had been close to these two 

elves. 

He was already friends with them even when he was still underage! 

It wasn't strange to say that Sherleen and the male elf were like his elder sister and brother. 

Even he could learn the elf language faster than others all because of these two people. 

Now that Sherleen was harmed to this point...Jake wanted to vent his anger, but his rationality told him 

that the trap was too deep, and he had to be careful. 

The elves were even sure that the pacifier was here with the Billios Family, which means they knew that 

Ainsley was the one who held the pacifier. 

They purposely waited until Jake held such a grand welcoming party for Ainsley to deal the last blow! 

Jake suddenly felt that he wasn't as careful as before. 

He didn't even realize that the pacifier Sherleen gave to Ainsley was a royal pacifier. 

Damn it! 

Jake and Ainsley were all tense and cautious, but the elves were not that patient. 

When they saw the two people only looking at Sherleen, they immediately became dissatisfied. 

"Jake Billios, we have given you the proof of our words. Now, please excuse our rudeness." 

The leader of this elf group spoke to Jake in the elven language as he swept his gaze over the guests, as 

if looking for someone. 

"We will search the whole place and the guests here to find our lost treasure!" 

Right after he said that, the thirty or so elves instantly spread and approached the guests without even 

caring about their reaction. 

And their goal wasn't the adults but the kids. 

"Find Ainsley Sloan! She is the thief!" 

The elf leader shouted in the elven language, instantly alarming all the people who could understand 

him. 

Ainsley...she is in danger! 



Elliana and Axelle, the two people who also had a connection with this trouble, instantly shuddered. 

Axelle backed off even more, afraid that his identity would be exposed even after he drank a 

transformation potion special for elves. 

On the other hand, Elliana was scared silly because the pacifier...was in her spatial necklace! 

Elliana's poker face instantly broke, and for the first time, she showed a blatant fear. 

She was afraid that if the elves searched everyone's spatial storage, they would find the pacifier on her, 

and they could put the blame on Ainsley! 

Chapter 1029: "You Are Not Ainsley Sloan!" 

The scene was chaotic for a moment. 

Because the elves had started to move and even fought against the guards, the hall instantly became a 

dangerous place. 

The adults were all desperately trying to protect their children while the hidden guards and the shadow 

guards also prevented the elves from touching the guests. 

Amidst the chaos, Elliana didn't realize that she had already walked so far that she finally bumped into a 

person sitting on a cloud chair. 

If Elliana were the usual Elliana, she would immediately notice that the person sitting on the cloud chair 

was calm, even calmer than Jake. 

It's just that... 

While everyone was busy trying to find the pacifier or avoid the elves, Jake also tried to control the 

situation. 

He immediately gripped the microphone in his hands and shouted in elven language. 

"You– all of you, stay there!" 

Jake's voice was so loud and forceful that even the elves subconsciously paused in place for him. 

The young man's momentum immediately quietened the hall, calming down the guests and the elves at 

the same time. 

In just a few seconds, the hall was so quiet that one could only hear an intense sound of someone 

sucking a... 

Pacifier? 

"Nyem. Nyem. Nyem." 

The sound of someone sucking a pacifier was so loud at the moment that everyone couldn't help but 

look at the source of the sound. 

Even Elliana did so, because the source of the sound...came from the one beside her. 



Everyone immediately spotted a kid around five or six years old hugging her knees while leisurely 

sucking on a bright, gold, shiny pacifier. 

It's just that everyone couldn't really see her appearance, because she was also wearing a costume like 

Ainsley. 

"Nyem. Nyem. Nyem." The sound of sucking pacifiers in relish immediately echoed in the quiet hall once 

more. 

It took a few minutes for the elves to wake up and stare at the kid with reddened eyes. 

The elf leader, in person, immediately scanned the kid from head to toe while reporting her overall 

appearance. 

"Purple hair– check!" 

It was a hoodie shaped into a cute bob-cut hair and the color was coincidentally purple, the same as 

Ainsley's hair. 

"Blue eyes– check!" 

The eyes were indeed blue, but lighter than Ainsley's eye color. It was just...the elves only knew that the 

baby had blue eyes. 

"Wearing a pink uniform– check!" 

The kid's costume was a set with her hoodie, but her costume was like pajamas with a printed pink 

uniform picture on it. 

The pink uniform was exactly the same as Ainsley's legendary and famous uniform. 

Although it was just a printed design...how could the elves know? 

In that instant, all the elves sprinted toward the kid with Ainsley's three famous characteristics. 

"That's Ainsley Sloan! Catch her!" 

The elves acted as if they were injected with chicken blood. 

All of them madly rushed to the kid who was sucking a golden pacifier without paying attention to 

anyone else. 

That's Ainsley Sloan! Their target! And the pacifier she's sucking...that's their royal golden pacifier! 

Although the kid looked taller and older than what they heard, humans aged faster than elves. 

It was normal for her to grow up so fast, right? 

Then...let's catch her! She can't escape! 

Thus, under everyone's dumbfounded gazes, the elves surrounded the kid who was still sucking the 

golden pacifier intensely. 

It was as if these elves didn't exist at all. 



The elves were all excited after they finally surrounded the kid. 

However, all people in the hall, including Sherleen, watched their action with their jaws touching the 

floor. 

...are these elves retarded? 

That kid is Ainsley Sloan, you say? Then who is hiding behind Jake?! A humanoid kitty?? 

...it could be! 

Still, the guests held their breath while their minds were spinning fast. 

The elves' target was Ainsley. But...but...the one they caught...wasn't Ainsley at all? 

Then, who is that kid? How could she have the golden pacifier in her hands? 

At this moment, no one was even more terrified than Elliana. 

She was sure that a few minutes before the kid could suck the pacifier... 

the pacifier was still inside her storage necklace! 

But then, in just a few seconds, she checked her spatial necklace once more and found that the pacifier 

was gone. 

It was gone! 

So...the pacifier the kid is sucking...that's the real deal, right? 

Elliana almost fainted on the spot. 

Just who is this kid?? 

Elliana had never seen the kid, but if Ainsley or Jake were the ones standing beside the kid at the 

moment, they would all recognise her. 

Because...because...that kid is... 

Before anyone could guess the kid's identity, the elves already reached out to the kid's hoodie and 

roughly tugged it down, revealing the kid's whole appearance. 

At first, they wanted to do this to show everyone that this kid was really Ainsley Sloan. Then, they would 

rebuke her and snatch the golden pacifier. 

But the moment the hoodie was pulled down, what appeared in front of everyone's eyes weren't the 

familiar Ainsley's three unique characteristics. 

On the other hand, it was completely different. 

Silver hair tied in a childish long twin tail. Light blue eyes closer to gray. That face which didn't resemble 

Ainsley at all... 

And most importantly, after a closer look, the elves realized that the clothes the kid wore wasn't really 

the pink uniform. 



It was just a hoodie pajama with Ainsley's unique pink uniform printed on the fabric as the pajama's 

design. 

The elves had never seen Ainsley Sloan in person, but they weren't idiots either. 

The moment they saw the kid's face, they immediately knew that she wasn't Ainsley Sloan. 

"Who are you?! You are not Ainsley Sloan!" 

Chapter 1030: "Confronting The Elves" 

If this was an ordinary kid, being yelled at by a majestic, two-meter-tall elf would definitely scare them 

to death. 

If the kid didn't cry, they would faint. 

But who is this kid? 

The moment the hoodie was pulled down, everyone saw her appearance– 

And they didn't know her at all. 

Only Ainsley, Jake, Nalisha and others who were involved in Vanessa's case immediately recognised her 

iconic silver twin-tail hair. 

That's...that's Code-L, ah! 

Little ancestor, why are you sitting there while sucking the elves' lost pacifier?! 

Ainsley's lips twitched at Code-L's leisurely pose, and Jake even had the urge to run away with the Billios 

Family and Ainsley. 

Oh, God. He didn't expect the sacred beast to be so fearless! 

She's literally provoking the elves right when the elves are trying to find faults! 

Indeed, even when the elves didn't know Code-L's humanoid state at all, they immediately questioned 

her and even tried to snatch the golden pacifier. 

"You– you smelly kid. You stole our pacifier! Give it back!" 

The elf spoke in an elven language, not expecting the kid to understand anyway. 

He just wanted to intimidate the kid, and then he spoke once more in a broken international human 

language to smear Ainsley's name by the way. 

"You! Ainsley– Ainsley asks– steal!" 

Ainsley asked the kid to steal the pacifier. Or she gave the pacifier to the kid so that she became the 

scapegoat. 

Anyway, the elves already determined that Ainsley was the 'thief' without even giving concrete proof. 

Anyone here was no idiot, and they could sense what the elves truly wanted. 



They just wanted to make trouble for Ainsley which means they're provoking the Billios Family! 

Not all the guests here sided with the Billios Family or something, but in front of a race that wasn't even 

a human, they all sided with their own human race. 

These elves are really outrageous! 

The elves expected the kid to know nothing and cried. That way, they could vigorously accuse Ainsley 

while continuing to find that smelly brat. 

Who would have known that the kid, who was sucking the pacifier intensely, suddenly narrowed her 

eyes like an eagle and threw a sharp gaze at the elf's leader. 

Then, in a slow-motion, the kid took out the pacifier from her mouth before speaking in a smooth elven 

language. 

"What? Stealing your pacifier? If it's given to this great me, how can it be called 'stealing'?" 

Code-L sneered as she casually put the pacifier back into her own spatial storage necklace. 

It was as if this royal pacifier wasn't anything special. 

! 

The elves didn't expect the kid to understand the elven language and could even speak smoothly. 

Not to mention that...they had been trying to snatch the pacifier while talking to the kid, but how come 

none of them could even touch the corner of the kid's clothes? 

It was really strange. 

The elves felt as if they were running on a field, trying to reach a large tree as the goal, but they just ran 

around in a circle. 

They could never reach the tree. 

This was strange. 

The other guests didn't realize anything wrong and only saw the elves running around in a circle. 

They thought that the elves were trying to intimidate the kids by circling her like that. 

But in reality, the elves actually tried hard to catch Code-L and her pacifier to no avail! 

The elf leader came here to disgust Jake Billios and soured his relationships with the royal faction. 

He might seem like an idiot and unreasonable person, but as someone who could represent the noble 

faction to enter the human continent... 

He was far smarter and stronger than he looked. 

It was precisely because he was strong that he could sense the breath of another strong person in this 

room. 

And that person was precisely the kid in front of him, Code-L. 



It wasn't a coincidence that the elves around him couldn't touch Code-L at all, only running in circles. 

The kid had already used her ability on them without them knowing! 

The elves were the most sensitive to the flow of special abilities, which means they could quickly know 

when someone used their special abilities. 

Even if they hid it well, the elves could still detect their abilities when it was activated. 

But the elves didn't realize Code-L's activated ability until now. 

In that instant, the elf leader felt a chill down his spine. 

He was a strong elf warrior in his continent. There were few people who could fight him. 

Even Jake Billios might not be able to win against him even with his strange God of Wealth ability. 

But this kid... 

The elf leader actually felt that she was extremely dangerous. And her breath didn't seem like a human. 

She's not a human at all! 

Then, what kind of race is she? 

Before the elf leader could guess anything, Code-L had already stood up from the seat and walked 

extremely slow toward the elf leader. 

She was too lazy to walk, and that's why it looked like she was dragging her body to move. 

After she walked a few steps and felt that it was troublesome, the kid sighed and eventually stopped a 

meter away from the elf leader. 

Then, under everyone's astonished gazes, the kid lifted her chin, hooked her lips and sneered at the 

two-meter-tall elf. 

"Yoooo. Why are you silent now, dumb*s? You dare to accuse this great me as a thief?" 

The kid's milky and childish voice rang, but her tone was extremely cold. She even snorted at the elf and 

clicked her tongue. 

"Hmph. Even if your elf king comes here, he will have to offer this broken toy with his own hands to the 

great me!" 

 


